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The future of crowd work has been identified to depend on worker satisfaction, but we lack a thorough understanding of how worker satisfaction can be increased in microtask crowdsourcing. Prior work has shown that one solution is to build tasks that are engaging. To facilitate engagement, two methods that have received attention in recent HCI literature are the use of video games and conversational interfaces. While these are largely different techniques, they aim for the same goal of reducing worker burden and increasing engagement in a task. On one hand, video games have huge motivation potential and translating game design elements for motivational purposes has shown positive effects. Recent work in games research has shown that the use of player avatars is effective in fostering interest, enjoyment, and other aspects pertaining to intrinsic motivation. On the other hand, conversational interfaces have been argued to have advantages over traditional GUIs due to facilitating a more human-like interaction. "Conversational" microtasking has recently been proposed to improve worker engagement in microtask marketplaces. The contexts of games and crowd work are underlined by the need to motivate and engage participants, yet the potential of using worker avatars to promote self-identification and improve worker satisfaction in microtask crowdsourcing has remained unexplored. Addressing this knowledge gap, we carried out a between-subject study involving 360 crowd workers. We investigated how worker avatars influence quality related outcomes of workers and their perceived experience, in conventional web and novel conversational interfaces. We equipped workers with the functionality of customizing their avatars, and selecting characterizations for their avatars, to understand whether identifying with an avatar can increase the motivation of workers. We found that using worker avatars with conversational interfaces can effectively reduce cognitive workload and increase worker retention. Our results indicate the occurrence of similarity and wishful avatar identification in crowdsourcing. Our findings have important implications in alleviating workers’ perceived workload and on the design of crowdsourcing microtasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Microtasking marketplaces such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk\(^1\) (AMT) and Prolific\(^2\) are flourishing since crowdsourcing is widely being used to acquire human input at scale. Thousands of people around the globe rely on marketplaces such as AMT to earn their livelihood or as a secondary source of income [17]. We are also currently witnessing an unmistakable growth in AI, robotics and automation across various labour markets. The importance of human input to either build ground truth datasets or label training data in spurring on advances in AI has been well documented — for example, consider the role of ImageNet in catalysing advances in the field of Computer Vision [14]. Human input has been argued to be indispensable in this age of automation and the foreseeable future [26].

Highlighting the global potential of microtasking and the larger area of crowd work, the HCI community has identified that the future of crowd work depends on designing tasks and creating work that can achieve both organizational performance and worker satisfaction [40]. Although recent research has taken great strides in improving the organizational performance [13], relatively little work has focused on improving worker satisfaction across the microtask crowdsourcing landscape. The monotonous nature of human intelligence tasks (HITs) on microtasking platforms, coupled with sub-optimal task design, results in low worker satisfaction and engagement. This has been found to be a consequence of boredom or fatigue during task execution, and high drop-out and task abandonment rates [28, 54]. Designing tasks to engage and motivate workers is a potential solution [48, 68].

To increase participant engagement and satisfaction, the use of video games or employing conversational interfaces, are two methods that have received attention in recent HCI literature. Relevant work in the field of games research has shown that identifying with avatars can be effective in improving players’ enjoyment and satisfaction [5, 66]. To improve worker engagement in microtask crowdsourcing, recent work has proposed the use of conversational interfaces for task execution [8, 51, 57]. The contexts of games and crowd work are underlined by the need to motivate and engage participants, yet the potential of using worker avatars to promote identification and improve worker satisfaction in microtask crowdsourcing has remained unexplored. This is important to investigate, since using worker avatars and assigning avatars characteristics or personality traits can increase identification [53, 66]. Avatar identification has been studied from three perspectives — similarity identification, embodied identification, and wishful identification. Similarity identification refers to the identification related to the similarity between the avatar and the user; embodied identification refers to the identification of the feeling whether (and to what extent) the user is inside the avatar; and wishful identification represents the identification of avatar characteristics that the user would like to have. Prior works have shown that avatar appearance and characteristics can affect similarity and wishful identification respectively [32, 33], whereas embodied identification demands more avatar operations and interactions, which is very common in video games but not essential in crowdsourcing.

To operationalize similarity identification and wishful identification, in this study we support workers in (a) building their own representations by customizing the appearance of their avatars, and (b) characterizing their avatars before they begin task execution, by selecting one out of three desirable worker characterizations drawn from related literature (diligent worker, competent worker, balanced worker) [21, 36]. Since the influence of worker avatars in crowd work has remained unexplored, we know little about their impact on both conventional task interfaces as well as novel

\(^1\)https://www.mturk.com/
\(^2\)https://www.prolific.co/
conversational interfaces. We thereby delve into this comparison through our work. In this paper, we address the following research questions:

**RQ1**: How do worker avatars affect worker experience and quality-related outcomes in conventional web and novel conversational interfaces?

**RQ2**: How can worker self-identification with their avatars be facilitated using avatar customization, and worker characterization of customized avatars?

Addressing these RQs, we carried out a study to investigate the effectiveness of using worker avatars in microtask crowdsourcing. We explore whether using worker avatars and enabling avatar customization can reduce the perceived workload, increase the intrinsic motivation of workers, and improve quality-related outcomes.

**Original contributions.** We designed worker avatars, and studied the influence of avatar appearance customization and characterization of customized avatars. We implemented worker interfaces for microtask execution with avatar appearance customization and characterization selection affordances, based on both conventional web interfaces and novel conversational interfaces. Experiments were performed with 360 crowd workers across six experimental conditions. Our results reveal that using avatar appearance and characterization customization has a significant impact on lowering the perceived task difficulty. In summary, our contributions are:

1. We found that combining worker avatars with conversational interfaces can effectively reduce the perceived cognitive task load and increase worker retention.
2. We found that workers who put more effort into avatar customization exhibited better performances with high accuracy.
3. Our analysis of the behavior and performance of workers indicates the occurrence of similarity and wishful avatar identification.

Our findings have important implications in terms of reducing perceived workload and improving the sense of success through task design in microtask crowdsourcing. As argued by prior work, this can be crucial to the sustainability of microwork marketplaces [40].

2 RELATED WORK

We discuss related literature from four relevant standpoints – workers subjective experience, conversational agents, motivational game-design in crowdsourcing, and identification with avatars in games.

2.1 Subjective Perception in Crowdsourcing

The subjective perception of crowd workers plays important roles in microtask crowdsourcing with regard to many aspects such as the quality and the incentive. Previous works have studied subjective perceptions concerning worker engagement [19, 48, 57], moods [58, 68], satisfaction [51], and enjoyment [7, 10].

Worker engagement is crucial to microtask crowdsourcing since it has positive effects on building better relationships with crowd workers. Researchers have already noticed the importance of worker engagement and proposed methods to measure and predict it [48]. A previous work combined crowdsourcing with the process of learning [19], suggesting that both engagement and performance could be improved. Our recent work quantified worker engagement and worker retention, and showed that conversational interfaces could significantly better retain crowd workers [57]. The effort that workers make is also a major factor that can affect task execution time and cost. Cheng et al. proposed an effective way to measure worker efforts using “error-time area” (ETA), enabling a requester to rapidly evaluate the efficiency [9]. Recent studies have also shown that worker
moods could affect quality-related crowdsourced outcomes [58, 68]. Results revealed that workers in pleasant moods outperformed significantly over unpleasant workers.

Apart from engagement, effort, and mood, the worker performance could be affected by more complex factors. Kazai et al. studied the relationship between workers’ personality traits and crowdsourcing outcomes [36]. Considering the properties of outcomes such as accuracy and speed, workers can be classified into five main categories — Spammer, Sloppy, Incompetent, Competent and Diligent. Prior works also investigated the feasibility of using self-assessments to measure rather complex subjective properties like logical reasoning competence [22] and cognitive skill [29] — these subjective properties can significantly affect crowdsourcing results. Using such self-assessments before task execution could be useful for performance prediction and task assignment.

However, we lack a thorough understanding of how workers’ experience related to tasks and their mental workload can be improved. Therefore, we investigate the impact of our proposed methods on workers’ perceived workload, as well as other common metrics including worker engagement and quality-related outcomes.

2.2 Conversational Microtask Crowdsourcing

Conversational agents and interfaces are useful in many aspects since they feature a more human-like interaction. Compared to traditional graphical user interfaces, recent studies have shown that users using conversational interfaces generally reported better experience in terms of trust, enjoyment, and engagement [2, 3, 16]. Conversational agents have been widely applied in a variety of domains such as customer service [25], healthcare [4, 44, 60], education [1, 63], and information search [46].

Researchers have also attempted to apply conversational interfaces in crowdsourcing, initially as a tool to answer questions about general knowledge [42]. The conversational interface named Chorus was responsible for receiving users’ questions, publishing tasks on crowdsourcing platforms to collect answers for the questions, and finally sending aggregated answers back to users [42]. This has become a popular way of using conversational interfaces in crowdsourcing, inspiring several works [34, 41]. Curios Cat is a conversational agent (with an interface) designed to construct the knowledge base by acquiring data from crowds. The users of Curios Cat are supposed to provide data by chatting with the agent [8]. A previous study by Mavridis et al. used conversational agents in crowdsourcing marketplaces [51]. The experiment was conducted on the online crowdsourcing platform, where workers are re-directed to Telegram to complete the microtasks by chatting with the agent. Our recent work designed an HTML-based conversational interface for microtasking, which can be directly embedded on crowdsourcing platforms, saving the inconvenience of re-directing to other messaging applications [59]. Such Web-based conversational interfaces were shown to be effective for improving worker engagement.

Based on the findings of previous studies, our work also employs the conversational interface based on HTML for conversational microtask execution, and compares it with traditional Web interfaces, to investigate whether using worker avatars can improve crowd work across the interface types.

2.3 Gamification in Crowdsourcing

Gamification has been extensively used in the realm of crowdsourcing to make workers more motivated and engaged [55]. Following Flow theory [12], Eickhoff et al. designed a game to attract workers to execute Relevance Assessment tasks, resulting in lower cost and fewer malicious behaviors [20]. A prior work used competition-based design to improve worker performance in microtask crowdsourcing on the CrowdFlower platform [61]. Furthermore, using gamification to exploit worker motivation and interest to enable volunteering crowdsourcing has shown to
be feasible in prior studies [55]. A previous study developed an online collaborative game to effectively crowdsource protein structures [10]. Similar methods are also extensively used to inspire volunteers [7], increase enjoyment [43], or support activism [50].

Gamification has been shown to be effective in crowdsourcing. However, we learned that games from previous studies for crowdsourcing are all task-specific, meaning the game must be well designed to meet the requirements of simultaneously engaging workers and acquiring specific types of data. There is no common guidelines or tools for rapidly developing a game with little overhead. Inspired by gamification methods in crowdsourcing, we study avatar customization as a means to motivate workers. Avatar customization is a simple interface manipulation and has shown to increase task engagement [6].

2.4 Identification with Avatars

Avatars have been employed in many different areas, particularly in gaming systems. Prior work has showcased how and why players can be engaged in digital games [62], which is widely accepted by the researchers of relevant fields. The authors proposed self-determination theory (SDT) to explain the reason that games are usually engaging, and suggested that players would be intrinsically motivated if the game was designed to satisfy players’ psychological needs of self-determination.

Based on the model of enjoyment [67], Trepte et al. studied competitiveness, player life satisfaction, and avatar identification in video games. They found a strong relationship between avatar identification and game enjoyment [66]. Apart from the effect of game enjoyment, prior work found that avatar customization itself could be engaging and valuable to players, after the authors carried out an interview study about the game World of Warcraft [47]. Furthermore, giving personality traits or even names could be important to increase identification while creating an avatar [11, 53, 66]. Fictional characters or avatars sometimes present what users or players wish to be. Hoffner et al. interviewed children and young adults about their favorite characters. Results indicated that both similarity identification (gender) and wishful identification (characteristic) existed in their favorite characters [32, 33]. Furthermore, Neustaedter et al. presented a study showing players created and evolved the avatar in games to match a desired virtual identity [56].

Based on the theories proposed and supported in previous works, we designed, implemented, and evaluated a novel function in microtask crowdsourcing – enabling workers to customize their avatar appearance, and selection of their desired avatar characteristics.

3 METHODS USING WORKER AVATARS FOR CROWDSOURCING

To answer RQ1 and understand how effective worker avatars are, based on the type of interface, we designed worker avatars in both conventional web interfaces and novel conversational interfaces [57] for task execution. To answer RQ2 and understand how avatar customization and characterization affects crowd work, we facilitated avatar customization and the selection of desired worker characterization across the web and conversational interfaces. To this end, we conducted a $3 \times 2$ between-subject study comparing three avatar conditions (without avatar, with avatar, with avatar and desirable characterizations) and two worker interfaces (Web and Chat), across two task types (Image Transcription and Information Finding). Addressing the RQs, we considered the following dependent variables – perceived workload, intrinsic motivation, and worker performance.

3.1 Avatar Design

3.1.1 Avatar Appearance. We used an avatar library called avataaars\(^3\) to create 2D avatars by combining a variety of attributes, i.e., clothes, hair, emotions, accessories, and colors. Figure 1 (a)

\(^3\)https://avataaars.com
shows the HTML-based panel for avatar appearance customization. In the avatar customization panel, we provided seven options for changing the avatar appearance: skin color, hair, facial hair, hair color, mood, accessories, and cloth color.

The avatar is initialized with three parameters — gender, skin color, and mood. With an aim to foster similarity identification during appearance customization, the information for these three parameters is acquired from workers using a short demographic survey before the actual task execution. Note that workers were free to customize their avatar as they wished to thereafter.

1) Gender. Hair and facial hair types are initialized according to workers’ gender. If a worker identifies as female, the corresponding avatar will be initialized with longer hair and without facial hair. If a worker identifies as male, the corresponding avatar is initialized with shorter hair and random facial hair types (including no facial hair). If the gender type is non-binary or others, the hair and facial hair types are randomized. Note that the initialization of the hair and facial hair styles uses traditional gender stereotypes, to represent the gender difference and create the approximation of gender appearance. We are aware that the initialized avatar appearance might not be in-line with an individual’s gender expression, therefore, all the workers have the freedom to change their hair and facial hair styles after initialization.

2) Skin Color. There are seven available skin colors for avatar initialization and customization, which are tanned, yellow, pale, light, brown, dark brown, and black.

3) Mood. Eyes, eyebrow, and mouth types are initialized according to workers’ moods. Since previous studies have shown the importance of worker moods in crowdsourcing [58, 68], we created a “mood” option by combining eyes, eyebrow, and mouth options. Note that in the original version of avataaars, the “mood” option does not exist – users need to customize moods by changing the emotion of eyes, eyebrow, and mouth. Using the mood option holistically instead of the individual attributes of eyes, eyebrow, and the mouth, we facilitate easy avatar appearance customization.

Apart from gender, skin, and mood, the accessories (types of glasses), and the color of the attire are randomly assigned for their initial avatar. After the avatar is initialized, workers have the freedom to change or randomize all previously mentioned options, as shown in Figure 1(a).

Considering that the most popular crowdsourcing marketplaces are Web-based, the avatars in our study are sketched on the Web-based interfaces using the vector format (SVG). Furthermore, the panel for avatar customization is purely based on HTML and JavaScript without any other dependencies. This makes the avatar customization very portable. Developers can easily deploy the avatar customization functionality to different Web applications with little overhead. The code repository for avatar appearance customization is shared publicly for the benefit of the community4.

3.1.2 Avatar Characterizations. According to self-discrepancy theory [30], the “actual self” represents one’s self-concept, while the “ideal self” is the representation of characteristics that one would like to have. By customizing the appearance of their avatars, workers can build their actual-self representations. Combined with ideal characteristics (for example, competence or diligence) workers can create a model avatar. The objective is to explore whether an avatar that workers self-identify with can also have characteristics that workers aspire to (wishful identification).

We provide three ideal characterizations for workers to select, as can be seen in Figure 1(b). We adopted these characterizations from previous work [21, 36]. Authors synthesized the characteristics of online crowd workers and grouped them into five main categories — Diligent, Competent, Spammers, Less-competent, and Sloppy workers. In the original work by Kazai et al. [36], Diligent workers were characterized by a high ratio of high-quality output, longer average time spent per task, and high label accuracy. In comparison, Competent workers produce many useful labels and

4https://osf.io/x2bzp/?view_only=509b665ad7884e3180091228e68bb260
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obtain high accuracies, but work relatively faster. Sloppy workers were characterized by their low task completion time and concomitant low accuracy. Incompetent workers are characterized by their high task completion times and concomitant low accuracy. Spammers were characterized by their ulterior motives to complete tasks quickly and maximize their rewards (by gaming the tasks), resulting in very low accuracies. Spammers, Less-competent, and Sloppy workers are negative characterizations that workers would want to avoid on crowdsourcing platforms — being perceived as sloppy might have negative consequences for workers, e.g., privileges are revoked or completed tasks are rejected without pay [54]. Due to the impact of rejection on worker reputation and their future access to tasks, workers typically refrain from wilfully under-performing in tasks. Therefore, as shown in Figure 1 (b) we do not consider negative characterizations and used the characterizations of Diligent and Competent workers in our study as those characteristics that workers aspire to (wishful identification). Considering the accuracy and completion time factors during task execution, Diligent workers are defined to exhibit high accuracy, but correspond to long task execution time, while Competent workers exhibit reasonably high accuracy and short task completion time [21]. In this study, we adopted the definitions of Diligent workers and Competent workers. But on the user interfaces shown to workers, we added more details about the motivation behind a worker characterization (i.e. why a worker can be diligent/competent). For example, we show “maintaining the highest possible accuracy can help to build a good reputation that will allow you to access more tasks over time” in the description of Diligent worker. We also introduced a Balanced characterization, to represent an ideal worker type who maintains balanced levels of accuracy and task execution speed that workers may wish to possess or aspire to.

After customizing the appearance of their avatars, workers can select one out of these three characterizations for their avatars:

- **Diligent worker.** While completing tasks as a diligent worker, you always carefully read the questions and double-check your answers. You want to be a trustworthy worker, and you believe a cautious attitude will lead to long-term benefits. Maintaining the highest possible accuracy can help to build a good reputation that will allow you to access more tasks over time.

- **Competent worker.** While completing tasks as a competent worker, you always make the best use of your time. You believe that small mistakes can be tolerated, since time is a valuable resource.

Fig. 1. The avatar (a) appearance customization and (b) characterization selection panels implemented based on HTML.
Performing with reasonably high accuracy and completing tasks quickly will allow you to complete more tasks and earn more money in the time you spend.

- **Balanced worker.** While completing tasks as a balanced worker, you always make good use of your time while maintaining a high level of accuracy. You believe that it is both important to maintain the highest possible accuracy, and take as little time as possible to complete tasks. Valuing both accuracy and task completion time can give you a little more access to tasks and allow you to complete a few more tasks in the time you spend.

During the task execution, the selected and desired characterization is always displayed below the avatar in a characterization label (cf. Figure 1(b)).

### 3.1.3 Avatar Conditions
To study whether avatar customization can affect crowdsourcing outcomes and workers’ experience, workers were randomly assigned to three avatar conditions. In addition to a control condition without avatars, the avatar conditions were designed to operationalize self-identification with the avatars – to trigger similarity identification, and wishful identification. Each of these conditions is described below.

1) **Without avatar customization (hereafter referred to as w/o avatar).** This was set up to serve as a control condition, and allow us to compare workers’ experience and performance to a condition unaffected by previously established motivational effects of using worker avatars.

2) **With avatar appearance customization (hereafter referred to as w/ avatar).** This condition was set up to investigate whether using avatar identification based on appearance customization as a means to facilitate similarity identification, can positively affect workers’ experience and quality-related outcomes.

3) **With avatar appearance customization and worker characterization selection (hereinafter referred to as w/ avatar+ch).** This condition was set up to explore how characterization selection as a means to additionally facilitate wishful identification can affect worker performance and experience.

### 3.2 Worker Interfaces
Previous works have shown the positive effects of using conversational worker interfaces [8, 51, 57]. Addressing RQ1, we compare conventional web-based worker interfaces with novel conversational interfaces, not only to investigate the effect of using avatars in traditional microtask crowdsourcing, but also to study whether the use of avatars can have additional benefits for conversational interfaces.

Conventional web interfaces are the standard means for task execution on most crowdsourcing marketplaces such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. We refer to the conventional web interfaces as **Web** in figures and tables henceforth in this paper. The conventional web interfaces are developed using HTML, CSS, and Javascript. On the web interface, all the essential elements of the task, such as task instructions, content of the microtasks, and corresponding input elements, are displayed on a single web page.

To investigate whether the use of avatars can further improve the effectiveness of conversational interfaces, we developed a tool named TickTalkTurk\(^5\) [59] for deploying text-based conversational crowdsourced microtasks on popular crowdsourcing platforms. The conversational interface deployed by this tool is also built using HTML, CSS, and Javascript, and therefore compatible with most crowdsourcing platforms. We refer to the conversational interfaces as **Chat** in figures and tables henceforth in this paper. On the conversational interface, the task instructions, avatar customization, microtasks, and surveys are sent to workers via messages, from a gender-neutral conversational agent named “Andrea” with the profile image of a droid. Workers then reply to

\(^5\)https://github.com/qiusihang/ticktalkturk
messages using a simple text field, or use the provided input elements (i.e., buttons, sliders) to respond to questions and tasks presented by the conversational agent.

Based on the task types being served (cf. Section 3.3), we provide three input types: 1) Single-selection: this input type is used for workers to select one answer from multiple choices, which is implemented using radio buttons and customized buttons respectively on Web and Chat interfaces; 2) Free-text: this input type is used for providing open-ended answers. Workers are required to input their answers via a textarea HTML element on the Web interface, or type their answers and send to the conversational agent as messages on the Chat interface; 3) Slider: workers can move a handle to indicate a value on the slider. Both Web and Chat interfaces use HTML-based slider elements to provide input for some specific types of questions.

During task execution in the conventional Web interfaces, the customized avatar (either with or without the characterization label) is displayed on the left side of the input element that the worker is focusing on. We chose to position the avatar visibly to ensure that workers can always see the avatar and have opportunities to identify with their customized avatars, as shown in Figure 2 (b) and (c). Similarly, on the conversational Chat interface, the customized avatar is always displayed instead of the users’ profile image, as shown in Figure 2 (e) and (f).
3.3 Microtask Design

We chose the task types of Image Transcription and Information Finding to conduct our experiments, and investigated the impact of using avatar-related affordances on task performance across these two task types. These two task types are popularly crowdsourced and have been widely used in crowdsourcing research [18, 23, 57]. Image Transcription tasks are relatively easy but can be highly monotonous. Information Finding tasks are relatively difficult, but workers can gain new knowledge while searching the web for relevant meta-data during task execution. Previous work has shown that conversational interfaces can employ text input as an alternative to other types of input. For example, multiple-selection can be realized by asking users to type option labels/numbers [51]. For the scope of our work in this paper, we only consider textual input as the input type for the tasks. A variety of input types, such as multiple-selection, sliders, or even bounding boxes, can be studied in the imminent future.

3.3.1 Image Transcription. In these tasks, workers view the images randomly generated by Claptcha\(^6\) and transcribe the text displayed in the images. By using Claptcha, the actual text in the image, the image size, and the strength of noise can be easily tuned. The images for transcription are automatically generated, containing 5 - 18 random, distorted English letters (upper case or lower case) with Gaussian white noise. Image Transcription microtasks need relatively less time and effort compared to the Information Finding tasks described below.

3.3.2 Information Finding. In these tasks, workers are asked to find the middle name of a famous person by searching the web. We created a list of celebrities from different domains, including scientists, artists, politicians, musicians, and athletes. Workers are required to find the correct middle name according to given information, i.e., first and last names, with or without profession and active years in case there is ambiguity.

The celebrities in the list are selected to represent different level of complexity. For instance, finding the middle name of Alan Turing is not ambiguous, while the name of computer scientist Michael Jordan will also show results for the famous basketball player Michael Jordan. Compared to Image Transcription, each Information Finding microtask needs more time, but workers have an opportunity to gain new knowledge (e.g. to learn about more famous people and some potentially interesting facts) while completing the tasks.

3.4 Measures

We use a variety of previously validated measures to understand workers’ experience and performance. Self-reported surveys are used to measure the perceived workload of workers and their intrinsic motivation during task execution, while the worker performance is measured using accuracy in tasks and worker retention. In addition, we also analyze workers’ behavior while customizing avatars and selecting characterizations.

Perceived Workload. We use NASA’s Task Load IndeX (NASA-TLX) questionnaire\(^7\) to measure workers’ perceived workload. The NASA-TLX questionnaire evaluates worker’s cognitive workload while completing tasks on six dimensions — Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal Demand, Performance, Effort, and Frustration. Mental Demand and Physical Demand can measure how mentally or physically demanding the crowdsourcing task was. Temporal Demand can be interpreted as how hurried or rushed the pace of task execution was. Performance and Effort represent how successful the performance was and how hard the task was respectively, while accomplishing the task. Finally, Frustration indicates how stressed and annoyed the workers felt during task execution.

---

\(^6\)https://github.com/kuszaj/claptcha

\(^7\)https://humansystems.arc.nasa.gov/groups/TLX/
Workers are required to indicate their feelings on each dimension using a slider ranging from 0 to 20. The TLX scores are later scaled to 0 to 100. The lower the TLX score is, the less mental demand, less physical demand, less temporal demand, more successful performance, less effort, and less frustration are perceived by the worker.

**Intrinsic Motivation.** We use the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [52] to measure worker’s intrinsic motivation to understand whether workers enjoy using the avatars, and thus how motivated during task execution they are. IMI has been widely used to assess play experience, and prior work has shown that self-identification with avatars can increase the intrinsic motivation of players [5, 27].

To reduce the workload for workers, we use a subset of the IMI covering the two most relevant dimensions — Interest-Enjoyment and Effort-Importance — consisting of 9 questions. Each question is answered by expressing agreement to statements on a 7-point Likert-scale from 1: strongly agree to 7: strongly disagree. The answers of the questions in IMI are provided using customized buttons and radio buttons on conversational interfaces and web interfaces respectively.

**Worker Accuracy.** We use the percentage of correctly answered microtasks to measure worker accuracy. Specifically, in Information Finding tasks, a microtask is considered as correctly answered if and only if the answer provided by the worker contains the true middle name of the corresponding famous person, e.g., Irwin for Michael Jordan (computer scientist). In Image Transcription tasks, to maintain a reasonable task difficulty level, we added relatively strong artificial noises (Gaussian white noises, $0.1 \leq \sigma \leq 0.5$) and distortions into the images using Claptcha. This results in some completely illegible letters (roughly around 20% on manual inspection by the authors). Therefore, we use one of the most common string similarity metrics - the Levenshtein distance to measure the difference between the answer and the expected value [45]. In this work, we thereby tolerate 20% of mismatches. Thus, the answer for an image transcription microtask is considered to be correct if and only if the Levenshtein similarity ratio between the answer provided by workers and the expected value is greater than 80%. The Levenshtein similarity ratio is calculated as:

$$\text{Levenshtein similarity ratio} = \frac{|a| + |b| - \text{lev}(a, b)}{|a| + |b|},$$

where $|a|$ and $|b|$ are the lengths of answer $a$ and the expected value $b$ respectively, while $\text{lev}(a, b)$ is the Levenshtein distance between the answer $a$ and the expected value $b$ (case insensitive). When the answer is identical to the expected value, the Levenshtein similarity ratio equals to 1. Furthermore, all spaces are stripped before calculating the Levenshtein similarity ratio.

**Worker Retention.** We use the number of answered optional microtasks to measure worker retention. For each worker, there are at most 50 available microtasks (including mandatory microtasks and optional microtasks). As described earlier, workers first have to answer 5 mandatory microtasks, ensuring that we collect sufficient data for analyzing worker performance in terms of their accuracy and execution time. Workers cannot submit the answers if the 5 mandatory microtasks are not completed. After that, workers can complete as many of the 45 optional microtasks to follow as they wish.

4 EXPERIMENTS

In this study, We carried out experiments and recruited participants based on the Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT) crowdsourcing platform. The study is approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of TU Delft.
4.1 Experimental Conditions

We conducted a 3×2 between-subject study across three avatar conditions (w/o avatar, w/ avatar, and w/ avatar+ch) and two worker interfaces (Web and Chat), resulting in six experimental conditions referred to as Web w/o avatar, Web w/ avatar, Web w/ avatar+ch, Chat w/o avatar, Chat w/ avatar, and Chat w/ avatar+ch to analyze worker experience and performance. With respect to the perceived workload of workers, their intrinsic motivation, and quality-related outcomes, we carried out analyses across two task types — Image Transcription and Information Finding.

4.2 Procedure

The experiment is performed following the procedure displayed in Figure 3. Workers are required to first answer a few questions about their backgrounds. Before executing the crowdsourcing microtasks, workers in avatar-related experimental conditions will be guided through avatar customization. After executing five mandatory microtasks, workers can complete as many of the 45 optional microtasks as they wish to. Finally, workers are asked to complete two post-task surveys corresponding to their perceived workload and intrinsic motivation respectively. The details of the experimental procedure are explained below.

4.2.1 Demographic Background. The objectives of asking demographic background questions are 1) to understand the demographic distribution of the workers, and 2) to initialize the avatar appearance according to workers’ background, as we described in Section 3.1. During this step, we ask workers three questions about gender, skin color, and mood respectively. There are four available gender options (non-binary, female, male, and others), seven available skin colors (tanned, yellow, pale, light, brown, dark brown, and black), and nine types of moods in three main categories (pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral). The instrument for measuring mood is called Pick-A-Mood [15], which is a robust and validated tool, and has been used in multiple HCI studies [58, 68].

4.2.2 Avatar Customization. The objective of avatar appearance customization and avatar characterization selection is to give workers an opportunity to finalize the desired appearance and characterization of their avatars, based on the initial avatar generated using the demographic background as a starting point. Depending on different experimental treatments, workers could either customize the appearance of their avatars, customize the appearance of their avatar and select a characterization for their avatar, or in case of the control condition – do neither.

Workers assigned to the w/o avatar condition are directly asked to complete the microtasks (5 mandatory, 45 optional) after responding to the demographic background questions. While completing the microtasks in this condition, workers do not have a corresponding avatar, as shown in Figure 2 (a) and (d).
Workers in the **w/ avatar** condition have an opportunity to customize the visual appearance of their avatars. On completing the customization of their avatar’s appearance, workers are asked to complete the microtasks (5 mandatory, 45 optional). Thus, a customized avatar is displayed throughout task execution, as shown in Figure 2 (b) and (e).

In the **w/ avatar-ch** condition, workers are required to proceed through avatar appearance customization and avatar characterization selection, before they can complete the microtasks (5 mandatory, 45 optional). Therefore, the customized avatars are displayed while workers complete the microtasks, along with a characterization label below the avatars in each case, as shown in Figure 2 (c) and (f).

### 4.2.3 Microtasks

During this step, workers are asked to complete actual microtasks. Each worker has to complete 5 mandatory microtasks. After completing 5 mandatory microtasks, workers can choose either to continue or stop task execution. We consider 45 optional microtasks that workers can complete to allow us to quantify worker retention based on the extent to which workers are willing to complete the available tasks. In the conversational interface (Chat) condition, the conversational agent, Andrea, asks workers whether they want to continue task execution or not, and then workers can indicate their decisions (yes or no) by clicking on customized buttons. On the conventional web interface (Web), workers can click a button stating “I want to answer more questions” to continue or directly end the task and continue with the post-task surveys. If a worker chooses to continue, they can complete as many of the 45 optional microtasks as they wish. Each time workers decide to continue, they are expected to complete another 10 optional microtasks until they ask to stop or continue to complete all the optional microtasks.

### 4.2.4 Post-task Surveys

After completing the microtasks, workers are asked to complete two questionnaires. The first survey is the NASA-TLX for measuring workers’ perceived workload. On both conversational interface (Chat) and conventional web interface (Web), workers should provide their answers using slider elements. In this study, workers in Chat conditions use the Chat interface and workers in Web conditions use the Web interface to complete post-task surveys. We did not redirect the workers in Chat conditions back to conventional web-based post-task surveys. This was motivated by prior work which has shown that dramatically changing UIs may affect users’ mental models [65]. Furthermore, previous work has shown that a conversational interface does not affect the actual results [57]. Therefore, the results from our post-task surveys are reliable and valid. The second survey is a subset of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) for measuring workers’ enjoyment and effort exerted during task execution.

The post-task survey is implemented on both Chat and Web interfaces. Survey questions on both interfaces are exactly the same as the original metrics. A screenshot of survey interfaces is
shown in Figure 4. Workers are expected to input the answer by using sliders/customized buttons in conversational interfaces, and sliders/radio buttons in conventional web interfaces respectively.

### 4.3 Cost and Quality Control

We recruited participants from the Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT) crowdsourcing platform. We set up 3 avatar conditions (w/o avatar, w/ avatar, and w/ avatar+ch) and 2 interfaces (Web, and Chat), resulting in $3 \times 2 = 6$ experimental conditions. For each condition, we published 60 Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs), and each HIT is completed by a unique worker following the between-subjects experimental procedure described in Section 4.2.

In order to avoid learning biases, each worker could complete only a single HIT throughout our entire experiment. To ensure this, we stored each worker’s unique AMT WorkerID. If a WorkerID was already recorded in our database, the task content was not rendered, and the corresponding worker was kindly informed to exit the HIT. In total, we recruited 60 unique workers per condition. To further ensure reliable participation, we used a qualification type provided by AMT — each worker’s overall HIT acceptance rate had to be greater than 95%. In addition, a worker who has one of the following behaviors is regarded as a malicious worker [24]: 1) accuracy is 0 and entering the same answer for all the questions; 2) accuracy is 0 and always entering meaningless random strings (not words). Therefore, we manually inspected the crowdsourced results and excluded 8 workers who exhibited obvious unreliable behavior. The excluded workers were not replaced in this study since they only account 2% of the total size.

Each worker was paid USD$1.5 for participating in our study and completing the surveys. Since avatar customization takes a very short amount of time in the context of the whole study, we paid workers for this time across all conditions irrespective of whether or not a worker customized the avatar. We payed a bonus of USD$0.02 per optional Image Transcription microtask or USD$0.05 per optional Information Finding microtask. Based on the average task execution time, including answering background questions and post-task surveys, the average hourly wage that workers received was nearly USD$11.50 (well above the federal minimum wage of USD$7.25 per hour).

### 5 RESULTS

#### 5.1 Demographic Distribution

Of all the 352 workers (8 were manually excluded) who participated in our experiment, 64% of workers (225) reported that they were male, while 36% of workers (125) reported that they were female. Two workers (less than 1%) identified as non-binary. As for skin colors, 42% of workers (149) indicated light skin; 19% (66) and 17% (61) of workers indicated brown and pale skin respectively; 29, 25, 14, and 8 workers indicated their skin color as black, tanned, yellow, or dark brown respectively. As for worker moods, most workers (82%, 287 workers) were in a pleasant mood, while 13% (46) of workers were in an unpleasant mood. The remaining 19 workers were in a neutral mood.

#### 5.2 Perceived Workload

The mean TLX scores for all six dimensions are illustrated in Figure 5. According to normality tests, the TLX score distributions come from a normal distribution (the average skewness is 0.2, the average kurtosis is -2.0, the average Shapiro-Wilk statistic score W is 0.88). To see if significant differences exist across the three avatar conditions (w/o avatar, w/ avatar, and w/ avatar+ch) and two interfaces (Chat and Web), we conducted two-way factorial multivariate ANOVA tests ($\alpha = 0.05, \text{ Type I}$), with the null hypothesis that the mean value is the same across all six conditions.
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(Web w/o avatar, Web w/ avatar, Web w/ avatar+ch, Chat w/o avatar, Chat w/ avatar, and Chat w/ avatar+ch). The results of the tests are shown in Table 1. For the Image Transcription tasks, we found that worker interfaces have a significant effect on the Performance dimension, showing that a conversational interface can significantly improve the sense of success with respect to performance. For the Information Finding tasks, we found that worker interfaces have significant effects on Performance, Effort, and the overall TLX score, suggesting that a conversational interface can reduce the perceived workload of workers. Furthermore, we found that conditions with avatars have a significant effect on the dimension of Effort, showing that avatar customization, either on Web or Chat interface, can significantly reduce the perceived task difficulty. We also observe a weak effect (not significant, \( p = 0.067 \)) of the interaction of worker interfaces and avatar conditions in Physical Demand dimension.

Fig. 5. Boxplots of self-reported TLX scores corresponding to (a) Image Transcription and (b) Information Finding tasks across six dimensions. Dark points represent mean values and red lines (\( \) ) represent medians. The lower the TLX score is, the less mental demand, less physical demand, less temporal demand, more successful performance, less effort, and less frustration are perceived by workers respectively. Note that the asterisk (\( * \)) on a dimension indicates a statistically significant difference between conditions resulting from an ANOVA test; the asterisk (\( * \)) on a condition indicates a statistically significant difference in comparison with the baseline condition (web w/o avatar).

Considering the web interface without avatar related affordances (which is the most commonly used interface in crowdsourcing tasks) as a baseline condition, we compared each other condition with the baseline (Web w/o avatar) using Bonferroni corrected independent t-tests (before correction \( \alpha = 0.05 \)). All significant differences were found corresponding to Information Finding tasks.

Table 1. Results of two-way multivariate ANOVA tests (Type I) for TLX dimensions and two-way ANOVA tests (Type I) for overall TLX scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TLX Dimension Factor</th>
<th>Image Transcription</th>
<th>Information Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Df</td>
<td>F-Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mental Demand</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker Interface (W)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar Condition (A)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W × A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Demand</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker Interface (W)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar Condition (A)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W × A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporal Demand</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker Interface (W)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar Condition (A)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W × A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker Interface (W)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar Condition (A)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W × A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effort</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker Interface (W)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar Condition (A)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W × A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frustration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker Interface (W)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar Condition (A)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W × A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall TLX</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker Interface (W)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar Condition (A)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W × A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.370</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: † means 0.05 ≤ p < 0.1, and * means p < 0.05

In terms of self-reported Performance scores, we found the conversational interface with the two avatar customization conditions (Chat w/ avatar and Chat w/ avatar+ch) correspond to significantly better (lower) scores compared with the baseline (p < 0.001, Cohen’s d > 0.96 for the two conditions). The conversational interface without avatar (Chat w/o avatar) could possibly lead to lower scores (p = 0.02 and Cohen’s d = 0.64, not significant after Bonferroni correction).

Furthermore, the workers using conversational interfaces in the avatar appearance customization and characterization selection condition (Chat w/ avatar+ch) reported significantly lower Effort and overall TLX score in Information Finding tasks, compared to the baseline (p < 0.006, Cohen’s d > 0.77). Workers in the condition with only avatar appearance customization (Chat w/ avatar) also reported lower Effort and overall TLX score (p = 0.01, d = 0.71 and p = 0.03, d = 0.60, p < 0.05 but not significant after Bonferroni correction).

To interpret our data beyond p-values and better understand effect sizes in terms of the overall TLX scores, we leverage estimation plots [31], as shown in Figure 6 (the estimation plots of other TLX dimensions can be found in the companion webpage\(^8\)). Jitter plots show all the overall TLX scores, and how they distribute, across experimental conditions. Here, we use the baseline condition – the Web interface without worker avatars (the state of the art), as a control group in the plots, to make comparison with all the other experimental conditions. The estimation plots also show the resampling distribution of the difference in means, representing the effect size. We found that the effect sizes in Image Transcription tasks were minor. However, it is still obvious that in jitter

\(^8\)https://osf.io/x2bzp/?view_only=509b665ad7884e3180091228e68bb260
plots (swarm plots), the points corresponding to conversational interfaces tend to distribute below 50 (the middle point of TLX scale), while the points corresponding to traditional Web interfaces tend to distribute above 50. In terms of Information Finding, in comparison with the baseline (Web w/o avatar), the effect sizes of worker avatars on conversational interfaces (both Chat w/ avatar and Chat w/ avatar+ch) are large, showing a possible positive impact of the interaction effect of conversational interface and worker avatar on perceived workload.

**Summary.** Our results suggest that — i) The conversational interface generally corresponds to lower perceived workload compared to the Web interface, particularly in Information Finding tasks. ii) Worker avatars can reduce perceived task difficulty compared to the no-avatar condition in Information Finding tasks. iii) The conversational interface with the affordance of avatar appearance customization and avatar characterization selection (Chat w/ avatar+ch) can improve the workers’ perceived success and difficulty while completing tasks.
5.3 Intrinsic Motivation

Figure 7 shows the IMI scores of different avatar conditions across two interfaces (Web and Chat) and two task types (Image Transcription and Information Finding), in two intrinsic motivation dimensions — Interest-Enjoyment and Effort-Importance respectively.

Fig. 7. Boxplots of self-reported intrinsic motivation inventory score of Image Transcription tasks and Information Finding tasks in interest-enjoyment and effort-importance dimensions, where dark points represent mean values and red lines (|) represent medians. Note that ** indicates statistical significance with Bonferroni correction and * indicates $p < 0.05$ but not significant after Bonferroni correction.

According to normality tests, IMI score samples (across the two task types, two IMI dimensions and six conditions) come from a normal distribution (the average skewness is -0.9, the average kurtosis is 0.3, the average Shapiro-Wilk statistic score $W$ is 0.93). We thereby used independent t-tests with Bonferroni correction (before correction $\alpha = 0.05$) to test the null hypothesis that the IMI scores of experimental conditions come from the same distribution, compared to the baseline condition (Web w/o avatar).

We did not find significant differences in the Interest-Enjoyment dimension. However, with respect to the Effort-Importance dimension that represents how important the task is, so that a worker needs to exert effort (note that Effort-Importance dimension in IMI is different from the Effort dimension in TLX which represents the perceived task difficulty), we found significant differences (after Bonferroni correction) corresponding to Information Finding tasks ($p = 0.007$, $d = 0.75$), where the Effort-Importance score of the Web w/ avatar condition is significantly lower than the baseline (Web w/o avatar). Thus, our results suggest that workers in the Web w/ avatar condition considered the Information Finding tasks to be relatively less important. Furthermore, in Image Transcription tasks, workers with avatar customization and characterization selection in the Chat interface (Chat w/ avatar+ch) reported higher EFF-IMP scores in comparison with the baseline (Web w/o avatar) with $p$-values equaling 0.025 ($d = 0.61$). However, this difference is not significant after Bonferroni correction is applied. It suggests that workers with avatar appearance customization and characterization selection may take the task more seriously and exert more effort in order to perform better.

Summary: Our findings suggest that avatar customization does not have a significant effect on worker intrinsic motivation, in either conversational interfaces or conventional web interfaces.
5.4 Objective Worker Performance

5.4.1 Worker Retention. The results of worker retention, measured by the number of answered optional questions, are shown in Figure 8 (a) and (b). According to normality tests, the worker retention does not follow a normal distribution (the average skewness is 4.3, the average kurtosis is 3.1, the average Shapiro-Wilk statistic score is 0.57). Therefore, we used Mann-Whitney $U$ tests to find differences in worker retention across conditions measured by the number of answered optional microtasks. The results are in-line with our recent findings [57]. The conversational interfaces (Chat) were found to be more effective in retaining workers in both Image Transcription and Information Finding tasks, compared to Web interfaces ($p = 0.026$, CL effect size $f = 0.57$, and $p = 0.085$, CL effect size $f = 0.56$ respectively).

Particularly, in Image Transcription tasks, workers who used a conversational interface with avatars, either without or with characterization selection (Chat w/ avatar and Chat w/ avatar+ch, $p = 0.037/f = 0.62$, and $p = 0.018/f = 0.64$ respectively), completed more optional microtasks in comparison with the baseline condition — the Web interface without avatars.

![Boxplots of worker retention measured by the number of answered optional microtasks, and worker accuracy (%) measured by the percentage of correctly answered microtasks, corresponding to Image Transcription tasks and Information Finding tasks. Dark points represent mean values, red lines (|) represent medians, and (*) represents significant difference in comparison with the baseline.](image)

5.4.2 Worker Accuracy. Results pertaining to worker accuracy are shown in Figure 8 (c) and (d). Aligned with previous work [57], we found no significant difference between experimental conditions across the two task types — Image Transcription ($p > 0.18$) and Information Finding ($p > 0.1$), according to Mann-Whitney $U$ tests (since worker accuracy does not come from normal distributions as per normality tests: the average skewness is -2.7; the average kurtosis is 1.2; the average Shapiro-Wilk statistic score is 0.81). However, as shown in Table 2, we found that the condition with avatar appearance customization and characterization selection (w/ avatar+ch)
corresponds the highest worker accuracy in three out of four cases (Image Transcription on both Web and Chat interfaces, and Information Finding on Chat interface). Apart from our observation in the Information Finding tasks on the Web interface (where all three avatar conditions correspond to similar worker accuracy with only 1-2% differences), the mean values of worker accuracy of the avatar appearance customization and characterization selection condition (w/ avatar+ch) are 5%-13% higher than the baseline condition (w/o avatar).

Table 2. Worker accuracy (unit:%, $\mu \pm \sigma$) measured by the percentage of correctly answered microtasks, where the highest values among each interface are displayed in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Image Transcription</th>
<th>Information Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o avatar</td>
<td>80 $\pm$ 21</td>
<td>80 $\pm$ 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ avatar</td>
<td>76 $\pm$ 22</td>
<td>77 $\pm$ 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ avatar+ch</td>
<td>84 $\pm$ 15</td>
<td>84 $\pm$ 17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Summary:** i) Our observation that the conversational interfaces can significantly improve worker retention is consistent with prior findings in HCI. ii) We found evidence that the use of worker avatars has a positive effect on worker retention. iii) The affordance of avatar customization with worker characterization selection shows an increasing trend in worker accuracy, although our results are inconclusive in this regard.

5.5 Avatar Appearance Customization and Characterization Selection

5.5.1 Avatar Customization Time. In terms of the time spent on appearance customization, workers in the Web interface conditions (29.66 $\pm$ 31.76 seconds) spent slightly longer time on customizing avatars in comparison with workers in the Chat interface conditions (23.35 $\pm$ 31.39 seconds). To analyze the impact of customization time on worker performance, we split the workers into three groups according to the standard deviation ($\pm 0.5\sigma$) of avatar customization time, resulting in — a group of workers with short customization time (customization time $< \mu - 0.5\sigma$, less than 10.6 seconds), a group of workers with medium customization time ($\mu - 0.5\sigma \leq$ customization time $< \mu + 0.5\sigma$, 10.6-42.3 seconds), and a group of workers with long customization time (customization time $\geq \mu + 0.5\sigma$, longer than 42.3 seconds). As shown in Table 3, we found that the group of workers corresponding to a long customization time exhibit the highest worker accuracy (83 $\pm$ 22%) in comparison with the group of workers with short customization time (accuracy = 77 $\pm$ 27%, $p = 0.065$, CL effect size $f = 0.57$), and with medium customization time (accuracy = 77 $\pm$ 24%, $p = 0.021$, CL effect size $f = 0.60$) using Mann-Whitney $U$ tests. The results suggest that workers spending a longer time on avatar customization go on to perform with a higher accuracy in general. This may be explained by a greater level of self-identification through avatar customization which leads to an increased intrinsic motivation, as supported by our findings.

In terms of task execution time, we found the group of workers with long customization time spent significantly longer time on task execution (62.63 $\pm$ 70.13 seconds), compared to the group of workers with short customization time (execution time = 42.09 $\pm$ 36.69 seconds, $p = 0.024$, Cohen’s $d = 0.37$) or with medium customization time (execution time = 43.01 $\pm$ 34.77 seconds, $p = 0.029$, Cohen’s $d = 0.35$) using independent $t$-tests. This reveals that workers who spent more time in customizing their avatars also took longer to execute tasks.

For all the workers in avatar conditions, we found that on average, the avatar customization time (26.48 $\pm$ 31.73 seconds) occupies 8.14% ($\pm 10.01\%$) of the total task execution time (426.03 $\pm$ 399.73 seconds).
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Table 3. Worker accuracy (unit: %, \(\mu \pm \sigma\)) and execution time per microtask (unit: second, \(\mu \pm \sigma\)) of three groups divided according to avatar customization time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avatar Customization Time (seconds)</th>
<th>Worker Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Task Execution Time (seconds per microtask)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short ((time &lt; 10.6))</td>
<td>77 (\pm 27)</td>
<td>42.09 (\pm 36.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium ((10.6 \leq time &lt; 42.3))</td>
<td>77 (\pm 24)</td>
<td>43.01 (\pm 34.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long ((time \geq 42.3))</td>
<td>83 (\pm 22)</td>
<td>62.63 (\pm 70.13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

seconds). From the perspective of the task requester, facilitating avatar customization may not appear to be a useful investment for short or less complex batches of tasks, considering the additional costs that requesters may incur in return for limited positive effects. However, for long, complex, or challenging tasks, facilitating avatar customization can warrant the reasonable overheads with an aim to effectively improve worker experience. We envision that in the future, avatar customization can be a feature that is supported by crowdsourcing platforms rather than by individual task requesters with an aim to foster a healthy work experience for crowd workers.

5.5.2 Self-Identification with Worker Avatars. We explored the number of workers who actually changed the appearance of their initial avatar, that was generated with 3 parameters in accordance to their demographic backgrounds. We found that only 58 workers (24%) changed their skin colors for their avatars, while most of these workers (37 out of 58) just slightly tuned the skin color (for instance, change between Black and Dark Brown, Dark Brown and Brown, Brown and Light, or Light and Pale), suggesting that most workers were generally satisfied with their initialized avatars based on the demographic information they provided. We found that 26 workers (11%) changed the depicted moods for their avatars. 19 out of 26 workers changed their moods from either pleasant or unpleasant to neutral; only 4 workers changed to pleasant moods from unpleasant moods, while 3 workers did the reverse. As for accessories and clothing colors, we found that all the types of accessories are nearly equally distributed, and more workers chose Black for avatar’s clothing while the least number of workers chose Yellow (50 Black and 29 Yellow, average = 40). Our findings pertaining to avatar customization indicate that workers generally cared about the appearance of their avatars, and this suggests the potential emergence of self-identification [5].

As for the results of characterization selection, of 118 workers (2 unreliable workers were excluded from 120) who were in the condition of avatar appearance customization and characterization selection \(w/\) avatar+ch on both Web and Chat), 33 workers selected the “Diligent” characterization for their avatar; 17 workers selected “Competent”; and 68 workers selected the “Balanced” characterization.

Diligent workers are described as workers who exhibit a high accuracy but a relatively slower task execution speed, and Competent workers are described as workers with a reasonably high accuracy but a faster task execution speed. As shown in Table 4, on exploring the mean worker accuracies of the workers who selected the “Competent” characterization, we found that they exhibited a higher accuracy than the workers who selected a “Diligent” characterization in both Image Transcription and Information Finding tasks (9% and 24% higher respectively). Interestingly, in terms of task execution time per microtask (speed), the workers who selected the “Diligent” characterization exhibited faster execution speeds in comparison with those workers who selected either the “Competent” or “Balanced” characterizations (7% and 15% faster respectively) in Information Finding tasks. This can be explained by workers’ wishful identification with selected characterizations – workers were probably aware of their real characterizations (and shortcomings), therefore they
Table 4. Worker accuracy (unit: %, $\mu \pm \sigma$) and execution time per microtask (unit: second, $\mu \pm \sigma$) of Image Transcription tasks and Information Finding tasks across Diligent, Competent, and Balanced characterizations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Characterization</th>
<th>Image Transcription</th>
<th>Information Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Worker accuracy</td>
<td>Diligent</td>
<td>80 ± 15 (N = 19)</td>
<td>68 ± 36 (N = 14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competent</td>
<td>87 ± 8 (N = 6)</td>
<td>84 ± 17 (N = 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>87 ± 17 (N = 35)</td>
<td>78 ± 25 (N = 33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution time</td>
<td>Diligent</td>
<td>33.93 ± 19.25 (N = 19)</td>
<td>55.47 ± 23.10 (N = 14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competent</td>
<td>32.56 ± 25.15 (N = 6)</td>
<td>59.44 ± 46.29 (N = 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>30.07 ± 19.95 (N = 35)</td>
<td>65.20 ± 55.53 (N = 33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

may have chosen avatar characterizations which they aspired to. This is consistent with what has been observed in gaming research [5].

**Summary:** i) We found that workers who spent a long time on avatar customization exhibited a high accuracy. ii) Our analysis suggests that the appearance of a worker’s avatar might represent their actual self, while the avatar’s characterization might represent their ideal self. Additional experiments are required to further tease out the nuances of worker self-identification through avatar customization.

6 DISCUSSION

Our study has shown that using worker avatars during task execution in general, can help workers perceive less difficulty during task execution. Using avatars in conversational interfaces can generally reduce the perceived workload of workers, increase intrinsic motivation, and improve user retention.

By analyzing the results about avatar appearance customization and characterization selection, we found that customization of the avatar’s appearance facilitates similarity identification among workers, while the avatar characterization facilitates wishful identification among workers. Our results show that 58% of workers selected the "Balanced" characterization. Furthermore, we found that the performance of workers, to a large extent, does not follow the avatar characterization they selected. For example, 28% of workers who selected a Diligent characterization ended up performing with a relatively low accuracy, 14% of workers who selected a Competent characterization ended up exhibiting relatively long task execution times. This can potentially be explained by the emergence of wishful identification with avatar characterizations, and these workers falling short of their aspirations (i.e., to complete tasks with higher accuracies or lower task execution times respectively). Additional experiments are required to distill the extent to which avatar appearance customization, and avatar characterization in addition to appearance customization systematically facilitate similarity and wishful identification. Nevertheless, our findings bear evidence to support that avatar identification can be an effective tool for improving satisfaction and enjoyment during crowdsourcing task execution [39, 66].

6.1 Using Avatars in Conversational Interfaces to Improve Crowdsourcing

Conversational interfaces for microtask crowdsourcing have emerged owing to the concomitant advantages of better engaging users. Our study has revealed that using avatars in conversational interfaces can ease the perceived workload of workers, by improving the sense of success in performance and reducing the perceived task difficulty while completing tasks. Specifically for tasks that are more challenging, we found that conversational interfaces with avatar appearance
customization and avatar characterization selection can be effective in significantly reducing cognitive workload from the perspectives of performance (75% lower TLX score), and effort (53% lower TLX score), in comparison to the baseline of conventional web interfaces without worker avatars.

6.2 Implications for Design

**Alleviating perceived workload.** Our results show that the conversational interface with the functionality of avatar appearance customization and characterization selection can effectively decrease cognitive workload. Particularly, the conversational interface with worker avatars can significantly make workers feel more successful, and perceive less difficulty, while completing tasks. This finding has important implications in future crowdsourcing task design. The mental state of crowd workers has become a major concern due to an increase in the number of workers who work full-time and earn their livings in crowdsourcing marketplaces, coupled with power asymmetry and other challenges workers typically face [26, 35, 49, 64]. Most state-of-the-art tools and approaches in the field of crowdsourcing are developed from the perspective of task requesters. Although human factors and worker-friendly interventions have been considered, the focus has largely been on improving the quality of outcomes [37, 40], rather than ensuring the wellbeing and the mental health of workers. The avatar customization framework we introduce in this work is developed completely based on HTML/CSS/JavaScript, and is designed to be compatible and portable. Using the avatar framework we designed and made publicly available, there is very little overhead involved in integrating the use of worker avatars in microtask crowdsourcing platforms – task requesters can readily integrate avatar customization into their tasks. In exchange for the small overhead of integrating avatar customization, task requesters can reap worthy benefits of reducing the perceived task difficulty among workers and increase their sense of success.

**Facilitating avatar identification.** Avatar identification in crowdsourcing can be interpreted as the resonance and identification of crowd workers with an avatar that represents them. Avatar identification has been shown to be useful for fostering intrinsic motivation, increasing satisfaction and entertainment, and improving preventive health outcomes [5, 39, 66]. Our results pertaining to avatar appearance customization and characterization selection imply that similarity identification and wishful identification can be facilitated among workers in microtask crowdsourcing to reap similar rewards.

**Strengthening the relationship between task requesters and workers.** A strong and healthy relationship between task requesters and workers is crucial to all relevant stakeholders in the crowdsourcing paradigm. Maintaining a good relationship can assist task requesters in building their reputation and attracting more workers of high quality. For crowd workers, a good relationship can help them maintain credible profiles, increase their access to more work in the crowdsourcing marketplaces, maximize their earnings, and reduce the emotional toll and frustration that can result from mistrust and rejection [54]. By alleviating the perceived workload and improving the sense of success among workers through the use of avatars and conversational interfaces, there lies a great potential to further foster healthy requester-worker relationships. This bears a useful implication on ensuring the sustainability of crowdsourcing marketplaces.

6.3 The Value of Using Worker Avatars in Crowdsourcing

We note that conversational interfaces reduce the perceived cognitive load of workers in comparison to conventional web interfaces, corroborating recent findings. Critically reflecting on our collective findings, the added value of using worker avatars is less prominent in relatively easy tasks such as solving CAPTCHAs (Image Transcription), and along the dimensions of Mental Demand, Physical
Demand, Temporal Demand, and Frustration. We found that using worker avatars in relatively more difficult tasks (Information Finding), led to a reduction in the perceived cognitive load of workers in conversational interfaces. Our findings hint that worker avatars can play a more significant role in tasks that are relatively more difficult, but include elements of learning (as indicated by the open-ended comments from workers). Another explanation for our null findings with respect to the impact of avatar customization in image transcription tasks can be that due to the relatively less amount of time required for task completion, workers do not meaningfully self-identify with their avatars. Future experiments can explore how self-identification with avatars is mediated by the task execution time.

6.4 Limitations and Future Work

Previous studies about motivations in gaming systems have shown the effectiveness of fostering intrinsic motivation of the player by using avatar customization [5]. However, critically reflecting on our findings in microtask crowdsourcing, we found that avatar appearance customization had no significantly positive impact on the intrinsic motivation of crowd workers (with respect to interest-enjoyment and effort-importance). This can potentially be explained by the fact that workers are mainly motivated by monetary incentives in paid crowdsourcing marketplaces, rather than by the allure to stimulate their feelings of enjoyment and interest through task execution. Based on our findings in the paid microtask crowdsourcing setup, future work can explore the potential of avatar customization in voluntary crowdsourcing.

In terms of perceived workload as well as quality-related outcomes, the differences in Image Transcription tasks across conditions were not found to be statistically significant. Through open-ended comments at the end of the tasks, several workers reported that they found the Image Transcription tasks rather boring and repetitive, affecting their experience. Example comments reflecting these notions are shared below.

I would have done more, but captas (authors’ note: CAPTCHAs) are really not my thing. Maybe have a choice between different types of tasks. Thanks. (from a male worker in a pleasant mood)

I have done too many of these as security questions to make sure I am not a bot. This is how I am associating these. Makes it very uninteresting. (from a male worker in a pleasant mood)

In contrast, workers found the Information Finding tasks to be interesting, since they provided workers with a chance to gain new knowledge and learn some interesting facts through the course of executing the tasks. Example comments reflecting these notions are shared below. It is interesting to note these perceptions despite the fact that Information Finding tasks required more effort and were time-consuming (Information Finding 64.6 ± 59.8 vs Image Transcription 35.9 ± 24.7, unit: seconds per microtask).

Some interesting trivia kind of like when you go to a random wikipedia page. (from a male worker in a neutral mood)

Thanks for the task, it was cool searching and remembering some celebrities. The chatbot works very well! (from a female worker in a pleasant mood)

Our findings suggest that the task type can influence workers’ experience, and using worker avatars can be more effective in tasks that are more challenging and exploratory, especially when they involve elements or opportunities for learning [19].

In this study, the post-task survey was conducted on either the Chat interface or the Web interface depending on the experimental condition. However, a previous study has pointed out that a “casual”
conversational style could influence participants’ responses [38]. To avoid this potential confound, in our post-task surveys we used a “formal” conversational style (which is known to not influence worker responses). We emphasize the caveat that other complex factors may indeed affect the nature of responses when a conversational interface is employed.

In this work we did not study the impact of worker characterization selection independently (which implies another experimental condition — characterization selection without avatar appearance customization). This design choice was driven by our interest in understanding the impact of using avatars, and whether adding worker characterization can help increase workers’ self-identification with their avatars. However, we will explore the impact of characterization independently in our imminent future work, as it would further our understanding of the interplay between worker avatars and characterizations.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we carried out a study to investigate whether using worker avatars and enabling avatar customization (through avatar appearance and characterization) can improve worker experience in conventional web and novel conversational interfaces. To address RQ1, we designed worker interfaces combining the avatar customization affordances. We carried out a between-subjects experimental study with 360 workers to analyze their perceived workload, intrinsic motivation, and the concomitant quality-related outcomes. Results suggest that using avatar appearance customization and avatar characterization selection in microtask crowdsourcing, especially combined with conversational interfaces, has positive effects on reducing workers’ perceived workload and improving quality-related outcomes, which can benefit workers in terms of improving the sense of success and lowering the perceived task difficulty. To address RQ2, we evaluated how worker avatar appearance and characterization could affect intrinsic motivation during task execution, and studied the traits of the workers who selected different characterizations. Our results reveal that workers who put more effort into avatar customization exhibited higher accuracy. The results also show the emergence of similarity and wishful identifications. Our findings have important implications on the design of crowdsourcing tasks, and improving worker experience during task execution.
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